ORGAN TRANSPLANT CAUTION NOTICE

Dear esteemed customers it has come to our knowledge that, some unscrupulous personnel identifying themselves with fictitious names and falsely claiming to be associated with Columbia Asia Hospitals in the capacity of Nephrologists/transplant surgeons/Transplant Coordinators etc. are found indulged in making fraudulent invitation to the innocent general public to contact them in case if they are willing to sell their human organs like Kidney/Liver/pancreas etc... for a handsome price by providing dubious e-mails having the words “Columbia Asia ” either in prefix or suffix.

In this regard we at Columbia Asia Hospitals would like to bring it to your kind attention that, buying, selling, brokering or assisting for trading of any human organs in any manner is illegal and a punishable offence under the "Transplantation of Human Organs Act. Hence, our esteemed customers and the general public are advised not to fall prey to dubious and mischievous announcements and offers of the like nature.

As you are aware Columbia Asia Hospitals neither endorse, adopt nor tolerate any such illegal and unethical practices. In the past, Columbia Asia had launched appropriated criminal prosecution against the perpetrators and continue to fight against such fraudsters. We request your support in this crusade to eradicate the menace of human organ trading by bringing such incidents to the notice of Columbia Asia Hospital administration feedback@columbiaindiahospitals.com or alternatively directly reporting to your jurisdictional Cyber Crime Police.